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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
JOHN W. BLISS AND JOHN C. ERWIN, OF ELKHART, INDIANA, 

MACH NE FOR WAXNG OR COANG PAPER. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 513,030, dated January 16, 1894. 
Application filed July 23, 1892, Serial No. 441,078, (No model.) 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that we, JoHN W. BLISS and 

JOHN C.ERWIN, citizens of the United States, 
residing at Elkhart, in the county of Elkhart 
and State of Indiana, have invented new and 
useful Improvements in Machines for Wax 
ing or Coating Paper or other Fabrics, of 
which the following is a specification. 
Our invention relates to the improved mech 

anism or apparatus for applying the wax or 
other substance used, to paper or other fab 
ric, pressing and calendering the web of fab 
ric under treatment, and automatically de 
tecting holes or broken places in the web of 
paper, and preventing such broken and un 
marketable portions from receiving wax or 
other substance, by severing the web, the ob 
ject being to provide a combination of mech 
anism into one machine that will accomplish 
these results in the most rapid and economical 
lane. 

We attain our object by the apparatus 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings, in 
which 

Figure 1 is a vertical, side elevation of the 
machine. Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional, front 
elevation of a portion of the machine. Fig. 
3 is a top view of a portion of the machine, 
and Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7 represent separate parts 
or portions of the machine, referred to but 
not clearly shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. 
Similar letters refer to similar parts through 

out the several views. 
Referring to the drawings:-AA, BB, and 

C C, constitute the frames or supports on each 
side of the machine. 

Paraffine wax, or other material to be used, 
is prepared in a suitable receptacle or tank, 
conveniently located, from which it is drawn 
into the vat or pan F in which the hollow roll 
G is located with one third or more of its di 
ameter submerged in the wax or material. 
When using material requiring heat, steam 
is conveyed into the roll through steam pipe 
E. The depth to which the roll G is sub 
merged in the substance in the vat or pan, 
and the shape of the latter conforming to the 
surface of the roll, enables us to maintain the 
wax or material at a uniform consistency and 
temperature throughout the entire mass. The 
paper or other fabric N as it passes from the 
machine on which it has been made, or from 

rolls, reels or spools on which it may have 
been Wound, is passed through the machine 
in the direction shown by the arrows, between 
carrying rolls D D, under knife Z, between 
rolls G and H and between carrying rolls D' 
D', and from thence disposed of as desired. 
When the balance weight M is in the posi 
tion shown in the drawings, roll His sus 
pended at a sufficient distance above roll G 
to enable the operator to readily pass the 
fabric between the rolls until it is caught be 
tween the carrying rolls D' D'. Then by 
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means of the connections between roll Hand 65 
the hand wheel K-to the latter of which is 
attached the balance weight Mwhich can be 
moved to any point on the rim of the wheel 
desired and fastened by set screw-roll His 
lowered by turning the wheel in the direction 
shown by the arrow until the balance weight 
M has reached a point past the center at the 
top as shown by the dottedlines M'. By this 
operation roll H as it descends bears the fab 
ric down as shown by the dotted line to the 
surface of roll G where it receives the wax or 
other Substance on the under side of the web. 
The weight of roll H together with that of the 
balance weight M exerts a pressure on the 
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fabric between the two rolls, removing any 8o 
surplus wax or material from the fabric, thus 
Smoothing and calendering its surfaces. The 
hand wheel K and the eccentrics J J, are 
keyed to the shaft L. The straps around the 
eccentrics and the journal boxes b'b in which 
roll H operates are so constructed as to re 
ceive the ends of the connecting rods II which 
are provided with right and left threads, 
Thus by turning the hand wheel K, roll His 
either raised or lowered and by turning the 
connecting rods II, the distance between the 
eccentrics and the journal boxes is either in 
creased or diminished, to adjust the machine 
to any thickness of fabric between the rolls 
G. and H. Power is applied to the shaft of 
roll G at the back side of the machine, either. 
by gearing, or by belt and pulleys and trans 
mitted from the shaft of roll G to the shaft 
of roll H either by belts, pulleys and coun 
ter shaft, or preferably by a pair of toothed 
wheels O O. Shown by Fig. 7. These wheels 
are of peculiar pattern, their teeth extending 
to an edge about one inch beyond their pitch 
lines, and the surfaces of the rolls respect. 
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lines in Fig. 1. The drags, or triggers Y and 35 ively which prevents their riding as well as 
their connections are reset by means of a causes them to drop into their proper work 
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ing position, equalizing the speed of the rolls 
previous to their surfaces coming together 
on the fabric between them, thus avoiding 
any strain on the fabric. Should the web of 
paper, passing into the machine contain 
broken or unmarketable paper by reason of 
holes or broken places, such imperfections 
are detected by the drags or triggers Y which 
hang loosely by their upper ends from the 
pins f on disks. U, while their lower ends rest; 
lightly on the upper surface of the fabric in 
front of carrying rolls D. D. The drags or 
triggers Y, pins f and disks or cams U may 
be of any number required, and anyone of 
the drags dropping through such imperfec 
tions in the web, the pin or tooth on the un-3 
der side of it is caught by the corrugated roll. 
t which being in motion draws the trigger for 
ward until the tooth passes out of connection 
with the rolli. This action throws forward 
the arm W, bearing the adjustable weight X: 
while lever T is thrown backward and by the 
connection of said lever through rod Swith: 
the upper end of angle arm R the knife Z, 
operating in slots in the lower end of the an 
gle arm, and in frames C.C is brought down, 
severing the web and preventing such un-i. 
marketable portion of the fabric from pass 
ing to or between the rolls G. and Handbe 

use of such broadly; but 

handle or crank on lever T, the latter as 
also the cams U, and arm W being keyed to 
shaft W. 
We are aware that prior to our invention 4o 

rvats or troughs, and heated and other rolls 
have been used in various forms and Ways in 
machines for waxing and ogating paper and 
other fabrics. Wetherefore do not claim the 
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What we doclaim as ourinyention, and de 

sire to secure by Letters Patent, is 1. In a machine for waxing or coating paper 
or other fabrics the combination of the vator 
pan F with the hollow roll G, carrying rolls 
DD, and ED'ED' adjustable or movable press 
ure and calender roll H, toothed wheels 0 O, 
journal boxes bib, connecting rods II, eccen 
trics JJ, shaft L, hand wheel K, and adjust 
able or movable balance weight M, substan-55 
itially as set forth. 

2. In a machine-for-waxing or coating paper 
or other fabrics, the combination of shaft W, 
with arm W, adjustable weight X, disks or 
flanges U, pins f, drags or triggers Y, with 6o 
teeth or pins on their under side, corrugated 
rod it, rod-S, angle arm R and knife Z, sub 
stantially asset forth. 

JOHN W. BLISS. 
JOHN, C.ERWIN. 

ing uselessly treated with wax or material. Witnesses: 
The positions of the various parts involved: KIT McKEAN, 
in this last operation are shown by the dotted A. P. KENT. 

  


